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restoration or groundwarer as well as surface water in the event of a release or discharge of cnide 
oil. These efforts will decrease the risk of spills and leaks. and provide for necessary remediation 
should spills occur. oncthclcss. the Final EIS acknowledged that the propo cd pipeline does 
present a risk of spills. which remains a concern for citizens and businesses relying on 
groundwater resources rossl:d by the route. 

TI1e analysis of climate change issues has also improved from the Draft SEIS. The Final SEIS 
makes clear that oil sands crude has significautly higher lilccycle greenhouse gas emissions than 
other crudes. The Final SEIS states that litecycle greenhou e ga emissions from de elopmenl 
and use of oil sands crude is about 17% greater than emi ion from average crude oil refined in 
the United States on a well -to-wheels basis. 1 

The Final SE!S also find. that the incremental greenhouse gas emissions from the extraction, 
transport. refining antl use of the 830,000 barrels per day of oi Is sands crude that could be 
transported by the proposed Project al full capacity would re ult in an additional 1.3 to 27.4 
million metric Lons of carbon dioxide equi\alenl MMTC02-c) per year compared to the 
reference crudes.2 To put that in perspective, 27.4 Ml\llTC02-c per year is equivalent to the 
annual greenhouse gas emissions from 5.7 million passenger vehicles or 7.8 coal fired power 
plants.3 Over the 50-year lifetime of the pipeline. this could translate into releasing as much as 
1.37 billion more tons of greenhouse gases into the atrnosphcre:1 

Until ongoing efforts to re-duce greenhouse gas ~missions as ciated \-',ith the pr duction of oil 
sa11ds are more succes ful and widespread. the Final SElS make clear that. conipared to 
reference crudes, development of oil sands crude represent a ignificant increa c in greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

The Final SEIS also provided a more robust market analy i , and examined how market 
dynamics may influence the levels of g.recnhou e gas emis ions as~ociated with the proposed 
Project. l3ased on that market analysis, the Final EIS conclud (.Lin January of2014, that if the 
Project were 1101 approved. oil sands crude would be likely to reach the market .. ome other way. 
mosr likely by rail. The Final SEl.S acknowledged that the alternative of shipment by rail is more 
expensi e thnn shipment by pipeline, and would therefore increase the costs of getting oil sands 
crude to market. 5 Howe er. the Final SE! concluded that given global oil price projected at 
that time this difference in shipment costs would not affect development of oil sands .. which 
would remain profitabk even \ ith the higher transportation co ·t of shipment b, rail. Therefore, 
the Final EIS concluded that although development of oil sands would lead to significant 
additional releases of greenhouse gasses, a de ision not to grant the requested permit. would 
likely not change that outcome, i.e., tbose significant greenhou~e gas emissi.on - would likely 
happen regardless of the de ision on the proposed Project. This conclusion \\::lS based in large 
part on pr jcctions of lhe global price of oil. 

1 Final SC: IS 1 ~ x1:cutive Summary. p. ES-15. 
~ Final SEIS Executive Summar~ . p. ES-15. 
1 Final ' EL p. 4. I .J--16. 
4 Final ' f~L p. 4. 1-1--11. 
5 Final SFIS p. 1.4-90. 
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Given Lhe recent variability in oil prices, il i important to revisit these conclusions. While the 
overall effect of the Project on oil sands production will be driven by long-lem1 movements in 
the price of oil and not short term volatility, recent large declines in oil prices (oil \Vas trading at 
belovv $50 per barrel last week) highlight the variability of oil price8. 'l11e Final SEIS concluded 
that al sustained oil prices of $65 to $75 per barrel, the higher transportation costs of shipment by 
rail "could have a substantial impact on o il ·ands production le els - possibly in excess of the 
capacity of the proposed proj ct:·6 In other words. the Final SEIS found that at. sustained oil 
prices \vi thin this range, construction of the pipeline is pr~j.ected to change the economics of oil 
sands development and result in increased oil sands production, and the accompanying 
greenhouse gas emi sions. oYer what would otherwise occur. Given recenL large declines in oil 
price and the uncertainty of oil price projections. the additional lo\\' price scenario included in 
the Final SElS hould be given additional w ight during decision making, due to the potential 
implications of lower oil prices on project impacts. especially greenhouse gas emissions. 

finally. we note that the Final, EJS includes additional information 011 how the Department 
scr ened pipeline route altcrnati \'es. and tklermined what route to analyze in detail in the SElS. 
Through this process. the Department determined that the Keystone Corridor alternatives, which 
would parallel the entire existing Keystone pipeline route in the United States. are not reasonable 
alternatives for the purposes of EP . The additional infom1ation provided in the Final SEJS is 
useful. but \\e note that eliminating alternatives from a detailed analysis based on an abbreviated 
estimate of environmental impacts is not the preferred npproach under NEPA· s requirement to 
take a '"hard look"' at alternatives, which would provide a more detailed and cornprehensive 
discussion of the issues as -ociated with the ·c route alternatives. 

Plea:.l' feel frel.' tt contact nk' 1.'r have :our :.tail coma ·t Susan Bromm. Director. ni ce of 
F\;'.d i.:rnl 1\cti\itie:-;. m (202) 56..f- --WO if y1)ll hnve cu1y qUL:slions or would like to discuss our 
comments. 

Sinl:crd~. 

c 

" Fin:il EIS Executin: Summar) , p. ES-t2. 
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    Exhibit  8024 

UNITED STA res ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

NASH GTOr D c Q.~-o 

Mr. Jost: W. Fernandez 
Assi tant Secretary 
t::conomk. Energy and Bu rne · Affairs 
U. · .Department of State 
Washington. DC 20520 

Dr. Kerri-Ann Jone· 
Assistant Secretary 

JUN 0 S 2011 

Oceans ~md lnternatiunal Em irunmentat and Scien1ific Affairs 
U ... Department of State 
Washington. D _0520 

Dear Mr. Pernandcz and Dr. Jones: 

In accordance with our authoritic under the. ·a1ional En ir nmental Policy Act (NEP ). 
the Council on Environmental Quality CEQ) NEP n:gulations, and Section 309 of the Ocan 
Air Ac.:t. EPA has re ·ieweu the 'upplemental Draft ·nvironmental Impact Statement (SDEIS) 
for TransCanada' pro-posed Keystone XL Project ("Project'"). 

EPA re\ iewed the Draft Environmental Impact . talement (DE[ ' ) for this project and 
uhmitted comments in July of 2010. At that time EPA rated the D ~ 1 ·as .. lnadequate-r 

because potentially sign:iflcanl impacts were not evaluated and additional Information and 
analy es were nece ·. ar)' to cn:ure that the El fully informed decision makers and the public 
ahout 1 otential con equences of Lhe Key ton~ L Projc1.:t. Since that time. the tatc Department 
has worked dihgentl. to develop additional informmion and analysis in respon ·c to EPA·s 
comments and the large number of other comments received on the DElS. The Stale Department 
also made a very t'. n:stroctive dedsron ta seek fvtthc·r public revrcw ;md comment through 
publication of the 'DEIS. to help the public and decision maker carefully weigh the 
em ironmental co. t and benefits of transporting oil and crude from Canada to delivery points 
in Oklahoma and ·1 exas. The consiueration or the environmental impacts associnted with 
con ·tructing and operating this proposed pipeline is especially important given that current 
excess pipeline capacity for transporting oil . ands crude to the nitcd States \ ill likely persist 
until after 2020. a noted in the DEIS. 

While thl: .'DEIS ha. made progress in responding to EPA'. comments on the DElS and 
pro\'iding informalion nece · ·ary for makit1g arr informed dedsion. ·PA b'eHevc addhromd 
anal) ·is i nece · sar~ l full) re ·pond to our 1:arlier comments and to ensure a full evaluation of 
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the potentjal impacts of proposed Project, and to identify potential means to mitigate those 
in1pacts. As EPA and the State Department have di cussed many times, EPA recommends that 
the State Department improve the analysis of oil spill risks and alternative pipeline routes, 
provide additional analysis of potential impacts to communities along the pipeline route and 
adjacent to refineries a.nd the associated environmental justice concerns, tog.ether with ways to 
mitigate those impacts, improve the discussion of lifecycle greenhouse ga emissions (GHGs) 
as ociated with oil sands crude. and improve the analysis of potential impacts to wetlands and 
migratory bird population . We are encouraged by the tate Department's agreement to include 
some of these additional analyses in the Final En ironmental Impact tatement FinaJ EJS). We 
have noted those agreements in this letter, and I ok forward to working" ith ou to develop 
thes.e analyse3' for the Final EIS. 

Pipeline Safety/Oil Sgill Risks 

EPA is tht! lead federal response agency for responding to oil spills occun·ing in and 
around inland waters. part of that responsibility, we have considerable experience working to 
pre ent and respond to oil pifls. Plpefine oif pilf · are a very reat concern, a we saw during the 
t o pipeline spills in Michigan and Illinoi la t ummer. Just in the last month, the Keystone 
Pipeline e, perienced two leaks (in North Dakota and Kansas), one of which was brought to the 
company's attention by a local citizen. These leaks resulted in shut-downs and issuance of an 
order to TrruisCanada from the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
(PHMSA)1 requiring that conective measures be ta.ken prior to the subsequently approved restart 
of operations. PHMSA's Order of June 3. 2011 for the Keystone Pipeline - which also carries 
Canadian oil sands crude oil and is operated b the same company as the proposed Keystone XL 
Project - was based on the hazardous nature f the product that the pipeline transports and the 
potential that the conditions causing the failures that led to the recent pill were present 
elsewhere on the pipeline. These events. which occurred after EPA' s comment letter on the 
DEtS. utrdcrse6r rl'ie co't'l1m'effrs ab'OU'! me nt! d r c'atdtrtty ~ons'lder trolh rh'e ro r ·of th'e 
proposed Keystone XL Pipeline and appropriate measures to prevent and detect a spill. 

We have several recommendations for additional analyses that relate to the potential for 
oil spills, as well as the potential impacts and implications for response activities in the event of a 
pipeline leak or rupture. We recommend and appreciate your agreement that the Final EIS use 
data from the National Response Center, which reports a more comprehensiv set of historical 
spill events than the Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration's incident database, 
to assess the risk of a pill from the proposed pipeline. With respect to the spill detection 
systems proposed b the applicant. ' e remain concerned that relying solely on pressure drops 
and aerial surveys to detect leaks may result in mailer leaks going undetected for some time, 
re.sti>hiftg in pot~ntiany targe spm voJume. . la iight ef !hose e&Me-ms-f we a.is~ appresiatg-y©hll' 
agreement that the Final EIS consider additional meac;ures to reduce the risks of undetected 
leaks. For example, requiring ground-level inspections of valves and other parts of the system 
several times per yeat, in addition to aerial paLrols, could improve the ability to detect leaks or 
spills and minimize an damage. 

The SD SIS indicare that mere may be a •·minor" increase in the number of 1naiiilme 
valves installed to .isolate pipeline segments and limit impacts of a spill, compared to what was 
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originally rl:portcd in the DEIS (SDEIS. pg. 2-4). Howe er, no detailed information or decision 
ctitcrin arc proii'fded \vifh regard to rhe number of , ·alves, or thdt focation . In order toe aluate 
potential measures to mitigate accidental releases, we appreciate your agreement to provide 
additi nal infonnation in the final £IS on the number and location of the valves that will be 
in~ talled and to evaluate the feasibility of increasing the number of valves in more vulnerable 
areas. F r example. it may be appropriate to increase the number of val\'es where the water table 
is shallow, or where an aquifer is overlain by highly penneable soils. such as the Ogallala 
aquifer. We also recommend consideration of external pipe leak detections stems in these areas 
ro impro,1e the ab'ilrty to detect pinhole (and greater) leaks that could be substan1iaL yet betow 
Lhc scnsitivit, of the ·urrently proposed leak detection sy:lem:·. In addition. while we 
Ui1detS(<ii1d that a Ive · ai'e Mt proposed to lie located a( water crossings {[iat are Jess fliaii taO 
feet wide. we recommend that the final EIS nevertheless con~ider the potential benefits of 
instnlring valves at ' at er crossings fess than l 00 feet wide wh1.:rc there are sensitive aquatic 
resources. 

Predicling tlw fate and transp011 of spilled oil i · al o important to establish pottmtial 
impacts and dcvdup response strategies. While the DEI ro ides additional infonnation 
about the different eta e of crude oils that may transported. we recommend the Final EIS 
evaluate each clu ·s or crude that wi II be transported. how it will beha\ e in the enviro1m1enl and 
qualitatively di scuss the potential issues associated \.\-ilh re ponding to a pill gi en different 
types of crude oil and diluents used . 

With regard to the chemical nature of the diluent that are added to reduce the iscosity 
of bitumen. th 'DEIS state · ··1he exact compo ition may vary bc::twecn shippers and is 
consi<lc:red proprietary information .. (SDElS. pg. J-104 ). We believe an analy is of poHmtiai 
diluents is important to e tablish the potential health and environmental impacts of any spilled 
oil. and responder/wcrrkct safety. arrd to de\·etop respon e ttategks. Jn the recent Enbridge orl 
spil l in Michigan, for example, benzene was a component of the diluent used to reduce the 
viscosity of tfte oil sands crude so that it could be transported lhrough a pipefine. Benzene is a 
volatile organic compound. and following the spill in Michigan. high benzene levels in the air 
prompted the issuance of voluntary evacuati n notices to residents in the area by the locai county 
hea lth d~partment. Similarly. although the SDEJS provid1.:s additional information on the 
potential impact of spills on groundwater. we recommend that the final EIS improve the risk 
a~sessmem ])y indudrng pecific information on ihe groundwater recharge areas- along tile 
pipdinc route. recognizing lhat these areas arc m re susceptible to groundwater c ntamination 
from off spills. 

We appreciate that the SDEIS pro\ ides additional information about fhe feasibility of 
alternative pipeline routes that would reduce the ri k of adver ·e impact!-> to the Ogallala aquifer, 
by re-routing lht: pipeline o it does not cro s the aquiter. Man commcnters. including EPA. 
c.xprc_ ·ed concerns over the potential impacts to this important resource during the re iew of the 
D · 1:. If a spill did occur. the potential for oi I t reach grollndwater in lhese areas is relatively 
high given shallow water table depths and the high permeabilit of the soils overlying th@ 
aquifer. In addition. we are concerned that crude oil can remain in the subsurface for decades, 
dt:spite cff orts to remove the orr and rtatotal mktobiaf remediation. 
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However, the SDEIS concludes that the alternative routes that avoid the Ogallala aquifer 
ate Mf reasonable, and con:seqtrerttfy does not provide a: deta"ife-ct evafuafian of the envrrortrt1emar 
impacts of routes other than the applicant's proposed route. The SD EIS indicates that no other 
alternatives are considered in detail because in part, they do not offer an overall environmental 
advantage compared to other routes. In support of this conclusion the SDEIS presents a limited 
analysis of the potential environmental impacts of the alternative routes and offers qualitative 
judgments about the relative severity of impa~ts to different resources, e,g. , considering potential 
impacts from spills to the Ogallala aquifer less important than impacts to surface waters from a 
s-prH a:ssocrated wrth an addi1rona:I crossrng of the Missouri River. We thrrrk thrs hmi1ed analysis 
does not fully meet the objectives of NEPA and CEQ s NEPA regulations, which provide that 
agencies rigorousfy explore and objectiveJy evaluate reaso11able a:Iterna:ti"ve·s. CEQ guidat1ce 
states that reasonable alternatives include those that are practical or feasible from the technical 

. . • . , . t . ' . . . . 
and economic standpoint and using common sense. Recognizmg the regional significance of 
these groundwater resources, we recommend that the State Department re-evaluate the feasibility 
of these alternative routes and more clearly outline the environmental , technical and economic 
rcas~ms for not eonsidering other alternative routGs in more detail as part of the NEPA analysis , 

OH ~pilt lmpacts on Affected Communhres and Environmental Justice Concerns 

The communities facing the greatesc poCenficH impacf from spiffs are of course tlie 
communities along the pipeline route. We are concerned that the SDEIS does not adequately 
recognize that some of these communities may have limited emergency response capabllities and 
consequently may be more vulnerable to impacts from spi!Js, accidents and other releases. This 
is particularly likely to be true of minority. low-income and Tribal communities or populations 
along the pipdine r-0ute, We appreciate your ag.reement to aMress this issue in the final EIS by 
clarifying the emergency response capability of each county along the pipeline route using the 
p,tans produced by Locat Emergency Planrrrrrg Committees. We· ::dsa appredate your agreement 
to identify potential mitigation measures in the Final EIS based on this infomiation. We look 
forward to working with your staff to identify data sources and approaches for addtessli1g these 
issues. 

As part of this analysis. we are concerned that the SDElS may have underestimated the 
extent to which there are communities along the pipeline with less capacity to respond to spills 
and potenttai!y assoeiated health issues-, parti1;ulady m•110r•ty, low-in£ome or Tribal 
communities. We appreciate your agreement to re-evaluate in the Final EIS which communities 
rtta:y have sudl' c'apadty issues by adapting the mo·re commanty-used threshald of 20-0/() higher 
low-income, minority or Tribal population compared to the general population, instead of the 
50% used fo the SIJEiS. 

With respect to data on access. to health care. we are encouraged that the SDEIS provided 
critically impo11ant information on medically underserved areas and on health professional 
shortage areas. We will provide recommendations on methods to present this data to make it 

1 40 CFR 1502.14; ·'Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's 1at ional Environmental Policy Act 
Regulations," 46 FR I S026 ( 1981) - Question 2a: Alternatives Outside the Capability of Applicant or Jurisd iction of 
Agency. 
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more meaningful to reviewers and will work with your staff as you move towards publishing a 
Prtraf EIS. 

The SDEIS does recognize that minority, low-income or Tribal populations may be more 
vulnerable to health impacts from an oil spill, and we appreciate the applicanf s commitment to 
provide an alternative water supply "if an accidental release from the proposed Project that is 
attributabl~ to Keystone's actions contaminates groundwater or surface water used as a sourc<:: of 
potable water or for irrigation or industrial purposes ... " (SDEIS. pg. 3-154). Further, the SDEIS 
states that impacts wmrtd b'e mrtrgated oy the appfa:ant' s liability for casts associated wi1h 
cleanup, restoration and compensation for any release that could affect smface water (SDEIS, pg. 
3- f 54). We believe that this mitigation measure shoufd afso apply for ref eases that could affect 
groundwater. Finally. we recommend that the Final EIS evaluate additional mitigation measures 
that would avoid and minimize potential impacts through all media (i.e., surface and ground 
water, soil, and air) to minority, low-income and Tribal populations rather than rely solely on 
after-the-fact compensation measures. Some examples of additional mitigation include 
developing a contingency plan before operations- Gommence for emergency res·p0ns€ and 
remedial efforts to control the contamination. This would also include providing notification to 
rndi'vtduats affected by sO'H at· gmurrdwate·r contamrnmran. ensuti'rrg th'e pub'lic" rs krrowledgea'bk 
and aware of emergency procedures and contingency plans (including posting procedures in high 
traffic visibifiiy areas), and providing additionaI moniioring of air emissions and c6nducfi1ig 
medical monitoring and/or treatment responses where necessary. 

Environmental and HeaJth Impacts to Commw1ities Adjacent to Refineries 

We are also concerned with the €·Onduston that them are oo expe&ted dtsproport.ionate 
adverse impacts to minority or low-income populations located near refineries that are expected 
to recerve the ad sands aude. pa'rticuhrtly because many of the-se· commurrftie'S are· already 
burdened with large numbers of high emitting sources of air pollutants. It is not self-evident that 
the addition of an 830,000 barrefs per day capadty pipeHne f'rom Canada fo refineries in the Guff 
Coast will have no effect on emissions from refineries in that area. We recommend that the Final 
EIS re-examine the potential likelihood of increased refinery emissions. and provide a clearer 
analysis of potential environmental and health impacts to communities from refinery air 
emissions and other environmental stressors. As part of this re-evaluation, we encourage the 
State Depa11ment to provide more opportunities fo1 pwple iHi thss-e potentially affected 
communities to have meaningful engagement including additional public meetings, particularly 
ttf Pott Artlmr. Te·xas. before publicatrorr o-f the Final EIS. Pi1l:5lic meetitl'gs in these· potentialty 
affected communities provide an opportunity for citizens to present their concerns, and also for 
the State Department to dearfy expfain its analysis of'"potentia{ Impacts associated with the 
proposed project to the people potentially affected. 

LifeGycle GHG Emissions 

We appreciate the State Department" s efforts lo improve lhe characterization of HfecyGle 
GHG emissions associated with Canadian oil sands crude. The SDEIS confim1s, for example, 
thM Carmdran ofl sands c-mde- are GHG-itttensive retative· to· other types of cmde o11 due 
primarily to increased emissions associated with extraction and refining. 
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The SDEIS also incJudes an important cHsclission of Hfec)•de GHG emlsslofis associated 
with oil sands crude and provides quantita~ive estimates of potential incremental impacts 
associated with the proposed Project. For example, the SD EIS (pg. 3-198) state · that under at 
least one scenario, additional annual lifecycle GHG emissions associated with oil sands crude 
compared to Middle East Sour crude are 12 to 23 million metric tons of C02 equivalent (C02-e) 
al tM proposed Projec;:t pipeHne's full capac;:~ty (wughly the equival,ent of annuai emissions from 
2 to 4 coal-fired power plants).2 While we appreciate the inclusion of such estimates, EPA 
beheves that the methO'do-Jo'gy used hy rhe Sta1e- 0-epartment and rts conttacwrs ta catcuhrte thO'se 
estimates may underestimate the values at the high-end of the ranges cited in the lifecycle GHG 
emissions discussion by approximatefy 20 percent We wiU continue to work with your staff to 
address this concern as you move towards publishing a Final EIS. 

Further, in discussing these lifecycle OHO emissions the SDElS concludes "on a global 
scale, emissions are not likely to change" (SDEIS, pg. 3-197). We recommend against comparing 
GHG emissions associated with a single proj.ed to global GHG emj,ss~on leveis. As rncognized 
in CEQ·s draft guidance concerning the consideration of GHG emissions in NEPA analyses, 
'Tf]he global d rrnate' cfartrge' ptohtem ts much mote the resutt of numerous and varred solrrces, 
each of which might seem to make a relatively small addition to global atmospheric GHG 
concentrations . .,-;J 

Moreover. recognizing the proposed Project's lifetime is expected to be at least fifty 
years, we believe it is important to be clear that under at least one scenario, the extra GHG 
emissions associated with this proposed Project may range from 600 million to 1.15 billion tons 
C02-e, assuming the life€ycle analysts hokis over ttme (and using the SDElS' quantitative 
estimates as a basis). In addition, we recommend that the Final ElS explore other means to 
ch;rractetrw the impact of the GHQ emtssion . lnchtdtrrg an estimate· of the ··sodat co'St of 
carbon" associated with potential increases of GHG emissions:' The social cost of carbon 
lndudes. but is not flmlteci to. cilmate damages due to changes in nef agricultural productivity, 
human health. property damages from flood risk. and ecosystem services due to climate change. 
Federal agencies use the social cost of carbon to incorporate the social benefits or reducing C02 
emissions into analyses of regulatory actions that have a marginal impact on cumulative global 
emissions; the social cost of carbon is also used to calculate the negative impacts of regulatory 
actions that increase C02· emrss,ions. 

FiMHy, we· c011thme-to be co11cerned that the SDEf S does not discuss oppo·rtunities tn 
mitigate the entire suite of GHG emissions associated with constructing the proposed Project. 
We appreciate your agreement to identify practicable mitigation measures in the Finaf EIS for 

2 http://www.epa.gov I c lea nenergy/energy-resources/ cal cu la! or. h tm I 
J . . . ' . . .. 

" Draft N EPA Guidance on Consideration of the Effects of Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions," 
(February 18, 20 I 0) 
.f "Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under Executive Order 12866;'· lnteragency Working 
Group on Social Cost of Carbon. United States Government, February 20 I 0. Presents four estimates of estimated 
monetized damages associated with a ton of C01 released in 2010 ($5, $2 1; $35, $65) ($1001); Chese estimates grow 
over time and are associated with different discount rates. 
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GHG emissions associated with operation of the pipeline in the United 'tates. As part of that 
anal)1sis, we recommend consideration of opportunities for energy efficiency and utilization of 
green power for pipeline operations. In addition, we recommend a discussion of mitigation 
approaches for GHG emissions from extraction activities that are either currently or could be 
employed to help lower lifecycle GHG emissions to levels closer to those of conventional crude 
olf supplies. We recommend that this discussion include a detalfed description of efforts 
ongoing and under consideration by producers. as well as the government of Alberta, to reduce 

HG emissions from oil ands production. 

Wetlands Impacts 

EPA co-administers the Clean Water Act Section 404 regulatory program, which 
regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including 
wetlands. While we appreciate that the U.S. A1111y Corps of Engineers is responsible for day-to
day processing of permit applications, our review of aerial photography recent! posted on the 
Project's\ ebsite indicates that the DEIS may ha e underestimated the extent of ecologically 
valuafJte boltO'Ml<fnc:'f lia'td cJod wertMds i'n Texas. We appreeiate _ our agfeemertt tcr evaluate 
these wetland estimates in the Final EIS and to display the location of the bottomland hardwood 
wetlands \Vith maps and aerial photograph_ . Given their ecological importance, we recommend 
the same evaluation bed ne for prairie pothol wetlands that may be impacted by the proposed 
Project. EPA also recommends that the Final EIS discuss whether it is possible to make further 
pipeline route variations to avoid both bottomland hardwood and prairie pothole wetlands. 

Our review of the aerial photography also indicates that there may be numerous wetland 
crossings that would impact more than 0.5 acre f etlands. which is the upper threshold for 
impacts under the U Army Corps of Engineers' (Corp ) nationwide general permit for utility 
line crossings in water of the United States. In that light, and recognizing that there will be 
several hundred acres of wetlands affected along the entire pipeline route, we recommend that 
the Corps review the proposed wetland impact as a single project requirfog an lnd:lviduai Cfean 
Water Act Section 404 pem1it. Consolidating each o.fthese crossings into one individual permit 
review would also provide for more transparency as to the project impacts and allow for more 
effective mitigation planning.. as well as compliance monitoring of the entire project. 

Finally 1 we appreciate ~out ag:reerrn:nt to pr vide a di$U.s ion of potential mit~gailim 
measures for project activities that permanently convert forested wetlands to ht::rbaceous 
wetlands. We continue to recommend pro iding a conceptual wetland mitigation plan in the 
Final EIS, including a monitoring component that ' ould for a specified period of time. direct 
field evaluations of those wetlands crossed by the pipeline (and mitigation sites) to ensure 
wetland functions and values are recovering. We also recommend that the Final EIS evaluate the 
fe-a-siMHty Cif trsiJTg a-pp·ro-ved mmgatkil1 f5an:ks to' c'otiip-etrsale- fat Wetfatrds im{1acts'. 

Migratm-y Birds 

The SDEI includes a summary of regulator and other programs aimed at protecting 
migratory bird population that may be affected b oil sands extraction acti ities in Canada. 
However. we recommend that the Final EIS provide additional information that would address 
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potential impacts to specific migratory species, with an emphasis on already-vulnerable species, 
and we appreciate your agreertleot to prnvide th:af it'i:formation iii the flnaf EIS. Da:ta fotind in 
the North American Breeding Bird Survey (a partnership between the U.S. Geological Survey ' s 
Patuxent Wlfdllfo Research Center and the Canadian WiJdiife Servi'ce's National Wildlife 
Research Center), which monitors bird populations and provides population trend estimates, 
should be helpful. We also recommend that the Final EIS discuss mitigation measures that are 
either Gurrnntly or wuld be employ©d for identified impacts, 

Condusion 

Based cm our review, we have rated the SDEIS as '"Ertvlt"otiiiieritaf Oojecfions -
Insufficient Information (E0-2)" (see enclosed' Summary of Rating Definitions and Follow-up 
Actions'\ As explained in this fetter, we have a number of concerns regarding the potential 
environmental impacts of the proposed Project. as well as the level of analysis and information 
provided concerning tho e impacts. Our concerns include the potential impacts to groundwater 
resources from. s-piHs .. as weH as effects on em•ss-ion levels at refineries }n the Gulf Coast. ln 
addition. we are concerned about levels of GHG emissions associated with the proposed Project. 
and whether approprrate· mrtigatron mea: ures ro tednc:e these emissions· are- being ccmsrdered. 
Moreover, the SDEl does not contain sufficient information to fully assess the environmental 
impaccs of the proposed Project, including potential impacts to groundwater resources and 
communities that could be affected by potential increases in refinery emissions. 

We look forward to continuing to work with you to strengthen the environmental analysis 
of this project and to provide any assi lance you may need to prepare the Final EIS. In addition, 
we will be carefully reviewing the Final EIS to determine if it fully reflects· our agreements and 
that measures to mitigate adverse environmental impacts are fully evaluated. We look forward 
as wett to- working wrth you as you c·oostder the detetmrnattotY as tO' wtrerher approving the 
proposed project would be in the national interest under the provisions of Executive Order 
13331. 

Please feel free to contact me at (202) 564-2400, or have your staff contact Susan 
Bromm, Director, Office of Federal Activities. al (202) 564-5400, if you have any questions or 
would like to discuss our comments. 

S!ncete'ty. 

Enclosure 
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Summary of Rating Definitions and Follow~up Action 

EnvimnmemalJmpact oLthe ActiQU 

LO-Lack of Objections 
The EPA re ie~ has not identified any potential environmental impacts requiring 1>ubstamive changes to the 
proposal. The review may have di closed opportunities for application ofrni.tigation measures that 1.:ould be 
accomplished with no more than mmor changes to the proposal. 

EC ""EmirfJftmCRt<tt £6'1'ttttlif$' 

The EPA review has idenrtfied euvuonmentaJ impact that hould be avoidt.'d in order to fully protect che 
environment. Corrective measures rnay require changes to the preferred alternative or appli atfon of mitigation 
measures that can reduce Ute environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead agen y to reduce these 
impacts. 

KO-Enviro nmental Objections 
i'fti: tP'A review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided in order to provide adequate 
protect.ion for the environment. Com:ct1ve measures may require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or 
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new alternative). EPA 
intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts . 

EU-Environmentally Un atisfactory 
·nie EPA review has identified adverse cnvironmemal impacts that are of sufficient magnitllde that they are 
unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with 
the lead agency to reduce these impacts . If the potenllally unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at tl1e final EIS 
stage, this proposal will be recomm1:nded for referral to the CEQ. 

dequacy of the Impact Suuement 

{; 1tteg.0Fy l-A.deqDaie 
EPA believes the draft EIS adequatdy sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the preferred alternati e and those 
of the alternatives n:.asonably available lo the project or acnon. No further analysis or data collecuon is necessary, 
but the reviewer may suggesl, the a.ddaion of clarifying I nguage or infonnation. 

Category 2-ln ufficicnt Information 
The drall ElS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess environmental impact that should be 
.Wofde·d' hi 01der f<f furry ptote-ct the' crrviromrit!nt ot rhe EPA reviewet has- h:fetlh'flerl new reaS(>naMy a vaifabfe· 
alternatives that arc within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the 
environmental impacts of the action. The identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should be 
inc111ded m the final EIS. 

Category 3-lnadequate 
EPA does no1 believe that the draft EIS adequately assc.sses potenriall)I significant environmenral impacts oft.he 
action, or the EPA reviewer bas identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectmm or 
alternatives ana lyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant 
environmental impacts. EPA believes that Ebe identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of 
such a magnhude that t11ey should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the draft EIS is 
adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and thus should be fonnally revised and made 
available for public comment in a supplemental or revised draft ElS. On the ha is of the potential significant impacts 
involved. this prop-0saf. could be a candidate for referral to tho CEQ .. 
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Exhibit    8025 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460 

Mr. Jose W. Fernandez 
Assistant Secretary 
Eccmomk, Ertergy, and Bttsiness Affarrs 
U.S. Department of State 
Washington, DC 10510 

Ms. Kerri-Ann Jones 
Assistant Secretary 

JUL 1 6 2010 

Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs 
U.S. Department of State 
Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Mr. Fernandez and Ms. Jones: 

-st..TllNT ADMINISTRATOR 
FOR ENFOflCEMENT AND 
COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Draft Environmental 
Jmpact Statement (Draft EIS) for the Keystone XL project pursuant to our authorities under the 
National Environmental PoliGy Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental Qua.lity (CEQ) NEPA 
regulations ( 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. 

We appreciate the substantial effmts by the State Department to solicit broad expert and 
pubfic input to anafyze che porenciaJ environmeritaf impacts of the Keystone XL pfojec(, and 
believe the Draft EIS provides useful information and analysis. However, we think that the Draft 
EIS does not provide the scope or detail of analysis necessary to fully inform decision makers 
and the public, and recommend that additional infom1ation and analysis be provided. The topics 
on which we believe additional infomrntion and analysis are necessary include the purpose and 
need for the pmject; pot{}ntial grn€n.h-0use gas (GHG) emissim•s associat~d with the project, air 
pollutant emissions at the receiving refineries, pipeline safety/spill response, potential impacts to 
envrronmental justrce· communities, wetlands and rrrigra:tary birds. 

?roject Purpose and Need/ Aftemati ves 

We are concerned that the Draft EIS uses an unduly narrow purpose and need statement. 
which leads to consideration of a narrow range of alternatives. The Draft EIS considers issuance 
of a cross-border permit for the proposed project and to a limited extent, the no-action aJtemative 
(i.e. , d~nying the pem1it) .. By using a narrow purpose and m;ed statement, the Draft EJS rejects 
other potential alternatives as not meeting the stated project purpose. While we recognize that an 
ohjectrve of the applicant ' s proposal rs to construct a p'rpetrne to transport oil sartds from Canada 
to Gulf Coast refineries in the United States, we believe the purpose and need to which the State 
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Depattnient rs respondlng i's 15raader:. Ac.c6tdillg1y: EPA reco1nmeiidS rnaf l'tie Stare Depanmerit 
frame the purpose and need statement more broadly to allow for a .robust analysis of options for 
meeting national energy and climate policy objectives. 

In evaluating the need for the project and its alternatives, we also recommend that the 
discussion include consideration of different oil demand scenarios over the fifty-year project life. 
This would help ensure that the need for the project is clearly demonstrated. The Draft EIS uses 
one demand scenario that indicates that with pennit denial, the demand for crude oil would 
continue at a rate such that U.S. refineries "would continue to ac;quire crude oil primarily from 
sources other than Canada to fulfill this demand and/or find alternative methods of delivery of 
Canadian oil sands.1

' We recommend that this discussion be expanded to include consideration 
tJ>f proposed and potential future ehanges tcr fuet economy stmrdzrds <met the: putentfad for mare 
widespread use of fuel-efficient technologies, advanced biofuels and electric vehicles as well as 
how they may affect demand for crude oil. 

In addition, we are concerned that the Draft EIS does not fully analyze the environmental 
impacts of the no-action and other alternatives, making a comparison between alternatives and 
the proposed project more cilfffouk F;.PA befleves lt ts important ro ensure that the differences In 
the environmental impacts of non-Canadian crude oil sources and oil sands crude be discussed. 
Alongside the national security benefits of importing crude oil from a stable trading partner, we 
believe the national security implications of expanding the Nation's long-tenn commitment to a 
relatively high carbon source of oil should also be considered. 

GHG Emissions 

The Draft EIS estimates GHG emissions associated with construction and operaiion of 
the pipeline itself and the refining process, although not the GHG emissions associated with 
upstream oil sands extraction intended for this pipeline or downstream end use. [n order to fully 
disc'fo-s-e·tr1-e· reasonaMy fofese·eab"fe tffIVironmentar intpacts- on ffi:e U.S. oftlie Keystofte XL 
project, we recommend that the discussion of GHG emissions be expanded to include, in 
particular, an estimale of the extraction-related GHG emissions associated with long-tenn 
importation oflarge quantities of oil sands crude from a de.cheated source. This would be 
consistent with the approach contemplated by CEQ's recent Draft NEPA Guidance on 
Consideration of the Effects of Climate Change and Greenh-ouse Gas Emissions (February 18, 
2010). 

Extraction and refining of Canadian oil sands crude are GHG-intensive relative to other 
types of crude oil. Our calculations indicate that on an annual basis, and assuming the maximum 
volume of900,000 barrels per day (bpd) of pipeline capacity, annual well-to-tank emissions 
fmm the proje()t wool:d be 27 millfo'lt metric tons- carbon dioxide eqnivl'rlem {MMTCO,te) greater 
than emissions from U.S. "average'' cmde.1 Accordingly, we estimate that GHG emissions from 
Canadian oil sands crude would be approximately 82% greater than the average crude refined in 
the U.S., Otl a well-to-tank basis. To provide some perspective on the potential scale of 

1 900,000 bpd * ( 18 l kgC02elbbl - 99 kgC02e/bbl) *365 = 27 MMTC01e/yr. Based on average 2005 crude oil 
llfecycJe GlfG emissions estimates jn EPA 's Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS2) final rule (75 FR 14669); also see 
DOE/NETL. 2009. Petroleum~Based Fuels Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Analysis - 2005 Baseline Model. 
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emissrdtts, 27 :mtni'oli nretfi'e tons rs rtmghty e11-r1ivalet1't tc> ainmaI C02 etnissiorrs· of seven coal
.fired power plants. 2 

Based on our review, there is a reasonably close causal relationship between issuing a 
cross-border pennit for the Keystone XL project and. increased extraction of oil sands crude in 
Canada intended to supply that pipeline. Not only will this pipeline transport large volumes of 
oil sands crude for at least fifty years from a known, dedicated source in Canada to refineries in 
the Gulf Coast, there are no significant current export markets for this cmde oil other than the 
U.S. Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude that extraction wiU likely increase if the pipeh.ne 
is constructed. While we recognize that other pipeline projects are currently being planned that 
might bring additional pipeline capacity for oil transport should the Keystone XL project not be 
cons-tructed, these other proposed- pipelines appear t& stiH be rn the 11ramring stages., and whether 
and when they will be approved or constructed appears uncertain. We also note that the Draft 
EIS discusses end use GHG emissions from combustion ofrefined oil, indicating they would not 
differ from those of conventional crude. Because they are easily calculated and are of interest to 
the public .in obtaining a complete picture of the GHG emissions associated with the proposed 
project, it might be helpful to provide a quantitative estimate ofthese emissions. 

In addition, we recommend that the State Dep?.rtrnent expand the discussion of 
alternatives or other means to mitigate the emissions. The analysis in the Draft EIS focuses 
primarily on carbon sequestration benefits that might accrue from re-vegetation measures 
proposed as mitigation for wetland losses associated with the pipeline. We believe there are a 
number of other mi ti.gation opportunities tG explore, including, contro! Qf .fugitive emissians ... 
pumping station energy efficiency, and use of renewable power, where appropriate. In addition, 
we recommend that the State Department consider project altematives that could significantly 
reduce extraction-related GHG emissions. For example, these alternatives could include a 
smaller-capacity pipeline or deferring the project until current efforts to reduce extraction,..relaied 
GHG emissions through carbon capture and storage, improved energy efficiency, or new 
extrirctrorr teeh.rtdJ<rg!e'S' are a:t5re- to- lower GMG erniS'S'i6ns t<r te\re-rs cto-s-et ta ttr.ose of eo11veTitidffa:r 
crude. 

Air Quality Impacts - Refinery Emissions 

We appreciate the efforts to predict pollutant emissions from refineries process]ng crude 
oil from the proposed project, and recognize that it is likely that some of the oil sands crude from 
the project would replace declining feedstock at existing refineries, and that some of the oil sands 
crude would supply newly upgraded or expanded facilities. We also agre-e with the Draft EIS 's 
conclusion that there may be increases in air emissions from refineries in the area, and we 
recommend that additional infonnation and analyses be presented to substantiate the conclusion 
that these m.£,reases- .. w<'.>ttld n&t likely be- major {Tuaft EIS, pp. 3.14-36')." further, we 
recommend that additional infonnation be provided concerning potential impacts from emissions J 
associated with events such as start up, shut do\\-11,, and malfunctions, which are not addressed by 
existing pemli.ts and which may have substantial adverse impacts. 

2 See1 bttp:/lwww.epa.gov/clea11energy/energ,:y-resourceS/calculator.htm1 (translating 27 MMTC02e to annuJll coal 
pl!lllt C02 emissions). 
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We believe that additional effotts to evaluate potential adverse impacts to surface and 
ground waters from pipeline leaks or spills, including potential adverse impacts to-public water 
supplies and source water protection/wellhead protection areas, are necessary. 

First .• we note that in order for the bitumen to be transported by the pipeline, it will be 
either "diluted with cutter stock (the specific composition of which is proprietary infonnation to 
each shipper) or an upgrading technology is applied to convert the bitumen to synthetic crude 
oil." (Draft. EIS, pp. 3. I 3~ 18). Without more information on the chemical characteristics of the 
dilutent orthe synthetic crude, it is difficult to determine the fate and transport of any spilled oil 
irr the aquatic envrronment. For example, the chemreal nature of the dHutem may have 
significant .implications for response as it may negatively impact the efficacy of traditional 
floating oil spill response equipment or response strategies. In addition, the Draft EIS addresses 
oil in general and as explained earlier, it may not be appropriate to assume this bitumen 
oiVsynthetic crude shares the same characteristics as other oils. This is especially of concern in 
light of the Draft EIS's statement that "Some characteristics could not be desc1ibed or distilled 
from assay data for the exaropie oils for this EiS, inducing viscosity profiles, proportion of 
volatile and semi-volatiles compounds1 the amount or proportion of P AHs, and toxicity to 
aquatic organisms based on bioassays." (Draft EIS, pp. 3.13-19) 

We recommend that a 1110re complete chemical/physical profile of the oil and details 
describing the processing activities be provided in order to accurately predict ille potential 
impacts to aquatic envimnment from a spill event. We are also concerned that while the Draft 
EIS discusses the impacts of oil in general on dissolved oxygen in waters in the event of a spill, it 
doe-snot emphasize the primary effect of an oil splll, i.e., acute toxicity to the aquatic 
environment or address the chronic impacts of the undefined polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons 
(P AH). We. recommend further information be provided regarding both acute and chronic 
im15ac:ts. 

We are concerned that the Draft EIS only uses what the Department ofTransportaticm's 
Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) considers a "serious or signilicant" spill to assess risks, and did 
not estimate the number of spills that may have caused hann to the waters of the U.S. under the 
Oil Pollution Act. EPA recommends also using historical data regarding oil spills that caused 
ha.im using EPA's regulations (40CFRJ10) and that were required to be reported to the 
National Response Center. The risk assessment should also address spills from pipeline~related 
pump stations, breakout ~nks and construction activities. In order to better assess the risks of 
spills, we also recommend that additional information be provided concerning the frequency of 
pipeline inspections and the methods for inspection by the OPS and Keystone. 

We recommend that additional information be provided to describe the me.ans by which 
small pipeline leaks would be detected (including those leaks that will not be detected by the 
proposed Supervisory and Control Data Acquisition System) and the time frames over which a 
small leak may occur prior to detection and control, as well as the potential volume of oil that 
would be released before shut-off could occur. We also recommend that infonnation be 
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pravrded w de&crlD'e wtrat mecncrds would lfe employed tel Ifl:lfrtH the pipefine tn s'e:m;tr of a: 
possible leak, especially at times of severe weather. 

We are concerned that the Draft EIS only provides a summary of the procedures likely to 
be included in yet to be developed Emergency Response Plan, and does not provide information 
about pot~ntial Facility Response Plans. We recommend that detailed information regarding 
these plans, including draft versions of the plans, be provided. More specifically, we also 
reconunend that the draft plans (including the draft Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure 
(SPCC) plans, include strategies for responding to bitumen that is mixed with a dilutent, which 
may affect its behavior in water1 as described above. 

w~ rewmmeoo that Jn0f€· info:rmatwn 00· provided on pr~d .measures· to reduce- the 
risk of spilfs in "high consequence areas (HCA)" (49 CFR 195.450) (i.e., populated areas, 
designated zones around public drinking water intakes, and unusually sensitive ecologically 
resource areas). In particular, we recommend that the State Department and OPS work with 
Keystone to ensure that the Integrity Management Plans for these HCAs would be completed 
before the pipeline would begin operation. 

In order to further reduce the risks of damage to water resources, we recommend 
including an analysis of the feasibility ofincreasing the number of mainline valves, which can 
shut down the pipeline in the event of an emergency, particularly where the pipeline would cross 
perennial streams or drinking water source aquifers. 

We also recommend that a description be provided ofKeystone'.s financial assurances for 
potm1tial liability in the event of a spill, including potential bond amounts that would be 
necessary to protect both human health and the environment. 

In addition, we recommend that the State Department more clearly outline the issues 
~s~crctate"'d Wttlt rtie- reqo:est f 01" a: s-~ra:l P'e'l"ff.ttt from OPS m opertrte p-orti'.on'S" of th:e pip'etme ar a 
greater pressure than allowed under current regulations. We recommend that the sulfur content 
of the oil sands crude be specifically considered in making the decisions on the pipeline wall 
thickness. Finally, we recommend that the State Department and the OPS work together to 
develop one NEPA analysis for all of the pem1its required for the project, including OPS s 
special. pennit. 

Environmental Justice 

We are concerned that the Draft EIS does not fully identify and address the potential for 
disproportionately high and adverse human health and envirorunental effects on minority, low
~nr;:ome aoo Tribal: ~lati&n,.9», Fo.rem9st, we t>~lieve- the me~~y fus: denni:P.~ fl'l.ioof\.ty, 
low~income and Tribal populations may have underestimated the extent of these vulnerable 
populations in the project area . .. When examining the presence of minority and low-income 
populations that are potentially affected by the proposed project, the Draft EIS compared the 
percentage of minority and low-income residents in the counties along the proposed pipeline 
route with State-level percentages. First, we suggest that in addition to using county-level data, 
census tract data be used to determine the presence of' minority, 1ow income and Tribaf 
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popuraticms i-rr the project area fllat may be pMen:tially itnpa:cted Second, \\,-e recommend 
comparing this community level data to national U.S. population data in order to ensure that the 
minority and low-income populations are properly identified. EPA believes that this approach 
win ensure that the presence of minority and low-income populations are not artificially 
"diluted,. (as discussed in EPA Guidance for Consideration ofEnvirorunental Justice iu Clear Air 
Act Se<:tion 309 Reviews (1999): pp. 12-13) and that the characteristics of the potentially 
affected communities are identified In order to evaluate potential impacts from the proposed 
action. We also note that the Draft EIS does not evaluate the environmental justice issues 
associated with potential .impacts to communities in Port Arthur, Texas, where numerous 
industrial faci lities, including chemical plants and a hazardous waste incinerator, are contributing 
to the residents1 overall exposure to contaminants. 

In addition, we believe that the potential human health impacts associated with both air 
emissions from refineries and the potential contamination of drinking water supplies from an oil 
spill have not been fully evaluated. We recommend that the State Department prepare a health 
risk assessment to specifically address these issues as they relate to low income, minority and 
Tribal populations. 

Wetlands 

The Draft EIS identifies 746 acres of aquatic resources that would be affected by pipeline 
construction and operations, but does not identify impacts associated with ancillary facilities and 
eonnected actions including staging, areas1 work camps and stnrnge lm~ations, We recGmmend 
that additional information be developed to ensure that a complete estimate of potential impacts 
is provided. In addition, we recommend that the potential impacts of converting forested and 
scrub-shrub wet]ands to herbaceous wetlands be evaluated, as we11 as appropriate mitigation 
measures to address these impacts. In general, the EIS should identify how wetland impacts 
would be avoided and minimized, to the maximum extent practic.able, and how unavoidable 
wetland rmp:tcts wou:Id 0-e cattrpensaied for through wetland restotatic;n, ereatlorr, or 
enhancement. 

Migratory Birds 

EPA also recommends that the State Department assess the potential impacts to 
migratory bird populations in the U.S. from oil sands extraction activities associated with the 
proposed project. An estimated 30% of North America's la11dbirds breed in the boreal forests of 
Canada and Alaska (Saving Our Shared Birds: Partners in Flight Tri-National Vision for 
Landbird Conservation. Cornell Lab of Ornithology: Ithaca, NY: 2010). As recognized by this 
recently released study, sponsored in part by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, effects on bird 
po'fm}ations. in the ooreal !bfes·t can be fe}i 1hroughtmt the &irt'S' migratory range, induding 
wintering grounds in the United States. While we appreciate that the Keystone has agreed to 
develop a '"Migratory Bird Mitigation Plan" in consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
it appears that this plan would only address potential impacts from construction activities in U1e 
U.S, 
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Conclusion 

The additional infomrntion and improved analyses specified above are necessary to 
ensure the information in the ElS is adequate to fuHy inform decision makers and the public 
about the potential environmental consequences of the Keystone XL project. Given these 
concerns, we have rated the Draft ElS as Category 3-fuadequate Information. As with all 
projects that have not addressed potentially significant impa.cts ;- this proposal is a pot~ntial 
cand]date for referral to CEQ. We recommend that the additional infonnation and analysis be 
circulated for fuH pub•ic revtew in a Tevised Draft EIS. Addrtional detaHed comments are also 
enc losed, as well as a "Summary of Rating Definitions and Follow-up Actions." 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Keystone XL Draft EIS . As a 
cdoperatrrrg agency, EPA Tooks forward to contirtlifiig' to work W'Wi the Srate Department as it 
revises the Draft EIS to respond lo the comments received. Please feel free to contact me at 
(202) 564-2440, or have your staff contact Susan Brornrn, Director, Office of' Federal Activities, 
(202) 564-5400, if you have any questions or would like to discuss our comments . 

Encfosures 

cc: Stephen D. Mull, Executive Secretary, U.S. Department of State 
Michelle .OePass,. Ass~stant Administ-rator, Office of International and Tribal Affairs,. EPA 
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u.s. Env1romnentar Ptotecfion Agency
Detailed Comments - Keystone XL Project Draft EIS 

Greenbou5e Gas Emissions 

We appreciate the .inclusion of estimates of GHG emissions from the pipeline 
construction and operation. With regard to GHG emissions from refining, we recognize that 
incremental GHG emissions will depend on the feedstock being replaced, and we appreciate the 
efforts to provide an estimate in the Draft EIS. Given the potential large volumes of emissions, 
we recommend that the State Department explain in more detail the reasons for the very large 
range (i.e., 1.3 to 17.2 million tons of C02) of the estimate, and provide complete citations for 
the data mm analyses used {r.e., the BP ·v-/h:rting data, the Natnmt Reromces Defense Cowrcil 
analysis, and the University of Toronto study). In addition, we recommend that the State 
Department provide information that would allow decision makers to understand the lotal, as 
well as incremental, GHG emissions expected from refining the oil sands. 

Air Quality 1 mpacts 

EPA recommends thal the revised Draft EIS provide additional infonnation and analysis 
regarding potential emissions of pollutants at the receiving refineries and other associated 
facilities. EPA is prepared to assist the State Department in this analysis; as a first step we 
recommend compiling the following information: 

1) Describe the expected composition (crude slate) of the oil sands crude that will be 
transported through the pipeline, including sulfur and nitrogen content. 

2) Describe whether the oil sands crude is pre-processed in Canada before shipment, and 
if so, describe the expected pre-processing and the expected characteristics of the crude 
before arrd after the pre·-proc:essirrg. 

3) Indicate which of the following refineries are anticipated to have direct access to the 
proposed project. have contracted to receive the oil sands crude and in what quantities. 

ConocoPhillips, Ponca City, OK 
Sinclair/Holly, Tulsa, OK 
Sunoco/Holly, Tulsa, OK 
Valero, Ardmore, OK 
Wynnewood Refining; Wym1ewood OK 
Motiva, Port Arthur, TX 
Total, Port .Mbur.; TX 
Valero, Port Arthur, TX 
ExxonMobil, Beaumont, TX 
Pasadena Refining, Pasadena, TX 
Houston Re.fining, Houston, TX 
Valero, Houston, TX 
Deer Park Refining, Deer Park, TX 
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ExxonMooi:I. HaYfdwn, TX 
BP, Texas City, TX 
Marathon Oil, Texas City, TX 
Valero, Texas City, TX 
Calcas1eu, Lake Charles, LA 
CITGO Lake Charles, LA 
ConocoPhillips, Lake Charles, LA 

4} Indicate which ofthe refineries listed above are expected to receive oil sands cmde 
from the proposed project but do not currently appear to have agreements in place. 

S} indicate whether the re11fneries that reeerve tlre ail smro~ cnide from the projeet are 
expected to use it to replace existing supplies; if so, provide available infonnation on the 
current crude slate utilized at these refineries, including sulfur and nitrogen content. 

6) Indicate how many U.S. refineries already receive oil sands crude and whether they 
have been required to apply for new or modified pennits~ if so, indicate what type of 
reflaery upgrades nave been required and bow have emissions been affected airer they 
began processing the oil sands crude oil. 

We also recommend that the revised Draft EIS provide information as to whether any 
new storage capacity woul~:i be required in Port Arthur or at the Moore Junction in Harris 
County., a.nd whether any additional air pennits, fur processing. the cm® o:i-J, woulc;t bg. reqniJoo. in. 
Beaumont/Port Arthur, Texas and in Harris County, Texas. We recommend that the potential for 
air quality impacts associated with increased emissions from storage and processing be addressed 
in the revised Draft EIS. 

With regard to air quality impacts from construction activities, while these emissions may 
rte temp-cltruy, we do not 0-e-lf e'Ve i1 is- appropriate· to conclude tllat the c·onstroc'fion activrtr e·s 
would not significantly affect local or regional air quality without a full analysis. We appreciate 
the inclusion of an emission inventory for construction and operation of the proposed project~ 
however, since the Draft EIS does not present an air quality impact analysis of these potential 
emissions, the potential for localized impacts or impaim1ent on Class I areas is not clear. We 
note that the cumulative 3-year construction emissions depicted in Table 3 .12. l-9 are significant 
(e.g., 1,142 tons NOx), but since these figures are presented at project-wide scale, the potential 
impacts to the individual Class I and Sensitive Class II areas are not apparent. We recommend 
that the revised Draft EIS provide emjssions infonnation on a more useful scale, such as per 
spread (the Draft EIS states that the project will be built in 17 spreads) and make clear what 
distance and time the emissions are spread over. EPA recommends that the revised Draft EIS 
i-neh!de a dewle<l emrssiomcootml plant& adrl.res~;.comems· .related to the ~tential hnpads· af 
particulate matter emissions, as well as diesel emissions. The existing fugitive dust control plan 
presented in the Draft EIS contains some reasonable types of emission controls, such as water 
trucks; however, the level of detail currently provided may not ensure protection of air quality. 
We also recommend that the emissions control plan identify when mitigation measures would 
tal<e. effect, the duration of mit,igation measures, and how compliance with the plan would be 
ensured. 
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We rec:mnruend tfiai tlye; reviself Draft EIS cfarify the fime penod used to quantify the 
estimated emissions associated with the electrical pumps that will be used at the pump stations -
see Table 3.12. I-10 (Estimated Direct Emissi.ons fo:r the Project) . 

. Pipeline Safety/Spill Response 

It is critical that surface and ground water protection, particularly protection of public 
water supplies and source water protectio.n/wellhead protection areas, receive high priority in the 
NEPA analysis and decision making. In many areas of potential project routing, the shallow 
alluvial ground water systems may be the only sources of potable water for public and rural 
domestic use. All appropriate precautions and actions to reduce the probability of a spill or leak 
oeeumng, t& reduee the magl'titnde of a spif U or }eak, and ta crfuerwrse mrtrgme the adverse 
consequences of such an event, should be taken. 

Additional comments, specific to Section 3.13 of the Drafl EIS (OIL SPILL RISK ASSESSMENT 
AND ENVIRON.MENTAL CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS), are provided below. 

Section~ . 13 hitroductmn 

Footnote 1: The Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the Clean Water Act 
use the tenn "discharge" when referring to oil spills. Suggest adding "discharge" or "oil 
discharge" to terms that e.quate to a release. Additionally, oil products may be present in 
any water used to hydrostatic.ally tesl the pipeline prior lo being placed in ser.vice. We 
recommend that the revised Draft EIS provide information on the potential impacts, if 
any, from discharges of hydrostatic testing water, which may be used to pressurize the 
pipeline. 

Sectjon 3.13.1.3 Industry Standards 

The revised Draft EIS should include the applicable standards from the list 
presented in 49 CFR 1953 that are specific to breakout tanks. 

Section 3.13.2.2 TransCanada Company-Specific Oil Pipeline Operating History 

To properly characterize the operating history with respect to environmental 
impacts (and specifically to waters of the U.S.), we recommend that there be a discussion 
of enforcement cases/actions related to pipeline oil discharges (or pipeline related pump 
stations or construction activities) which caused harm as defined by 40 CFR 110, and 
were required to be reported to the National Response Center. We recommend that the 
tf;Ytsed Draft .EIS ptr©sents oil sptns (dtSGhafg~s} t» t}w. €...onte~t ~f OOth D€-partmen1 c:Yf 
Transportation (DOT) and EPA enforcement of oil spill cases. 

Section 3.13.3.3 Construction Spills 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS clarify that there are a significant 
ntiinbei ofrequirements in 40 CTR f ti fo addJtfon to the requirement tor con1ainment af 
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Environmental Impact of1he· Action 

LO-Lack of Objections 
The EPA review bas not identified any potentiat environmental impacts requiring substantive changes to the 
proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation measures that could be 
accmnlf1lsfred wtm ffil rtrore- tl:'ratY itttao:r tlfififge-s ta me f5i"JSf:i6S'trf. 

EC-Environmental Concerns 
The EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the 
environment. Corre.ctive measures may requite changes co the prefen:ed alternative or application of mitigation 
measures that can reduce the environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead agency to reduce these 
impacts. 

EO-Environmental Objections 
The EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided in order 10 provide adequate 
protection for the environment. Corrective measures may require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or 
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new altemati ve ). EPA 
intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts. 

EU-Environmentally Unsatisractory 
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient magnitude that they are 
unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental qualfty. EPA intends to work with 
the lead agency to reduce these ilnpacts. If the potentiiilly unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final EIS 
stage, this proposal will be recommended for referral to the CEQ. 

Category 1-Adequllte 
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental irnpact(s) of the preferred alternative and those 
of the alternatives reasonably available to the project or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessary, 
but the reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information. 

Category z..;rnsoffideltt lllforl1Ya6011 
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for El' A to fully assess environmental impacts that should be 
avoided in order to fully protect the enviromnent, or the EPA reviewer has identified oew reasonably available 
alternatives lhat are within tbe spectrum ofaltematives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the 
environmental impacts of the action. The identified additional information, data, analyses., or discussion should be 
included in the final EIS. 

Category j...foadequate 
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS -adequately assesses potentially significant environmental impacts of the 
action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of 
alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentia.lly significant 
environmental impacts. EPA believes that the identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of 
such a magnitude that they should have full public review at a draft stage. BP A does not believe that the draft EIS is 
adequate for the pmposes of the N£J? A andJor Seci~n-309 nw~w. and tlms slwukf. be fonnaJly re.vised and made 
available for public comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts 
involved, this proposal could be a candidate for referral to the CEQ. 
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SP'CC regulated faciiicies. hi addition, w-e recommend ffiat !he revised Draft EIS clari[y 
that the construction operations may require the development of SPCC plans per 40 CFR 
112, and that a discussion of the reporting procedures for oil discharges under 40 CFR 
110 for these construction activities be provided. Finally, please use 40 CPR 112 as the 
correct citation for EPA's regulation that appHes for spill prevention. 

SectionJ.1 3.4 Impacts Related to Oil Spills 

We recommend that analysi.s of the potential of impacts of oil spill discharges be 
revised to reflect information available in Natural Resource Damage Assessments 
(NRDAs) conducted by Federal Trustees in response to major pipeline incidents. The 
current dfscussron ITT the Draft EIS is tinrited wnh regard tO' actual documerrled fnl'pacts) 
and we suggest these NRDAs, several of which have been generated in response to major 
oil ;spills from pipelines, be reviewed and used as a source for information regarding the 
environmental impacts from pjpeline oil spills. 

Section 3.13.4.5 Keystone Actions to Prevent, Detect, and Mitigate Oil SpilJs 

Spill Response Procedures 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS clarify that the SPCC plans only apply 
to tl1e non-transportation related equipment and activities at ptunp stations and breakout 
tank, farms and to pipeline constructiml ~1ivities .. The SPCC plan employs measures. to 
prevent spills and mitigate spills on the facility grounds in order to prevent oil discharges 
to waters of the US. The pipeline itself is regulated by DOT and response preparedness 
is addressed by the pl.ans required by DOT under 49 CFR 194. It should be noted 
however, these plans should be shared with EPA response personnel (On Scene 
Coordinators) in the EPA Regions because EPA is typically the federal responder to 
mfand -pi'petine< spms and tespons-fb"f e-for tnrand a:rea pf arrntng re·qutred 111 the National 
Contingency Plan, 40 CFR 300. Finally, non-transportation related equipment and 
activities at pump stations/breakout tank fanns may require the submission and some 
cases, approval, of a Facility Response Plan (FRP) as required under 40 CFR 112.20. In 
addition, the spill reporting procedures in the Draft SPCC plan should be expanded to 
include procedures to report to federal and local responders, in addition to the NRC and 
state responders. 

Spill Response Equipment 

As mentioned earlier, without the actual data explaining the oil ' s chemical and 
phys.teal ehara-eteris-UcS>, the effieaey o..f tradi<tional- ••fioati·ng E»r' spm resioonse· ~mpmen:t 
is in question. Ag~in, this reflects the importance of obtaining all relevant information 
related to the bitumen oil/synthetic crude' s chemical and physical characteristics. 
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SectlottJ.13.4.6 Type-s df Oit Spilf Irr1p-ac1s 

Chemical and Toxicological Impacts 

Because the exact composition of the P AH content of the oil is not documented, it 
is difficult to detennine any long-tenn risks from a spill to the aquatic environment. In 
addition, there is no analysis of impacts to downstream water intakes (both industrial and 
municipal), nor recognition that oil spills reaching these intakes may impact fire-fighting 
capabilities at the facility or municipality. 

Environmental Justice 

EPA believes that additional work is needed to better identify and address potential 
adverse effects of the proposed project on low-income, minority and Tribal populations, and we 
offer the following summary comments. 

Air Emissions: EPA recommends that the revised Draft EJS analyze whether minority, 
fow income and 1'ribaf populations, may be exposed to greater risks from a.fr emissions from the 
project. with a specific focus on emissions from refineries receiving oil sands. We recommend 
that the revised Draft EIS include a health risk assessment to address these issues. 

Drinking Water: We recommend additional analysis-Of whether minority, low income 
and Tribal populations may be especially vuhwrable tQ drinking, water contamination ft:om oi.l 
spills because they often obtain their drinking waler from private wells or small public water 
supply systems for which monitoring and treatment of contaminants may be limited or non
existent. In performing this analysis, we recommend that the same ''region of influencei' be used 
to evaluate potential impacts for both public and private water supplies. 

LC'e-ar Emergoocy Re'Spmt!t capa-dey': we ree<J111'tffend tb:at i'ti'.f(}t't:na'ti6n and data 
produced for Local Emergency Response Planning Committees, created pursuant to the 
Emergency Response Planning and Community Right to Know Act, be evaluated to determine 
available response capacity of those counties that have meaningfully greater minority, low 
income and Tribal populations. 

Access to Medical Services: EPA 1s concerned that access to medica{ facilities for 
minority, low-income aod Tribal populations may not have been fully evaluated; these 
populations may be especially vulnerable to human health impacts of oil spills due to their lack 
of access to medical care, combined with potential health disparities. EPA recommends that the 
revised Draft Ers evaluate these potential impacts and means to minimize or mitigate the impacts 
in those counties that. are designated as medica.Uy umi~rserved areas, 

Public Involvement: We recommend that as the State Department cont:irmes the NEPA 
process it ensure that effons are taken to provide meaningful opportunities for public 
involvement, including measures to address populations that are linguistically or culturally 
isolated, and ensuring full accessibility of NEPA documents to minority, low income and TribaJ 
pupulatiam. Trans-ration af selected <lacmnemS' may lre fmp'ortant for pll'btk fmi'<Ytvement amt 
also for developing mitigation measures in those areas where a significant percentage of the 
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licrrrsehotds spe-ak a Ja:rtgtfage· <ifJTer U1m E.tlg1.lsfi <ft nome. We also recommend that the revised 
Draft EIS provide a summary of the efforts taken to inform and invoJve low income, minority 
and Tribal populations. In addition, we recommend that an Enhanced Public Participation Plan 
be developed that would provide up-lo-date information to communities during project 
construction and operation. 

Additional Issues Related to lmpacts on Tribes 

EPA recommends that the State Department provide additional information regarding its 
efforts to consult with Tribal governments, along with measures to address issues raised by non
federally recognized Tribes. We also recommend that impacts to Tribal populations and 
e-0rnmtmities- that ar:e asseeiated w~th their eooditions- af poverty be further evaluated, irrc1t:rcling 
potential impacts due to subsistence consumption of fish> wildlife and vegetation that may be 
contaminated by oil spills, potential endangerment of drinking water sources, and 
language/cultural barriers which may impede capacity for public involvement in developing 
mitigation measures. 

The Draft .ElS discussion of impacts· to Tribes 1s limited to an identification and count of 
the number of counties with a higher percentage of Native Americans than the stale percentage, 
and a section on archaeological resources, historic resources (buildings, structures, objects, and 
districts), and properties ofreligious and cultural significance, including Traditional Cultural 
Properties (TCPs). The Draft EIS does not address potentiaJ impacts to Tribal members and 
communities along the pipeline1 or to Tribal- culture and traditional ptactiGes, We ~ecem-mt:mG a. 
more rigorous analysis of potential for impact to Tribes be included in a revised Draft EIS. 

For example, in some areas, impacts may be compounded by the presence of poverty and 
the high percentage of Native Americans. Coal, Hughes, Okfuskee, Seminole, and Pontotoc 
Counties in Oklahoma have both high percentages of Native American residents (in contrast with 
rffe gr;;rre" S' pereettcageJ and ru'glf poverty levers. 'N acogdacltes County rn Texas· also Jrns a n1gfi 
percent of Native Americans compared with the State, as well as a relatively high poverty level. 
Tn these areas, a large portion of the population may rely on hunting, fishing. gathering and other 
means of subsistence due to both tradition and necessity. They may be disproportionately 
impacted by spills that reach waters and impact :fisheries, or affect are-as where food is 
traditio11.ally obtained. 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS clarify the extent of Indian country lands 
potentially-impacted by the proposed project, including Tribal trust and allotted Tribal member 
land. We also recommend that the revised Draft EIS address the potential impacts to areas 
where Tribes may have unadjudicated claims to water bodies that could be affected by spills 
-fi:g.m tM p-Fop~sed< pip©-~iioo {e.~g .. , C1~r Boggy 3l'l& its. tributaries· ~n Coal Cmmty, Oklaooma}. 

Finally, we recommend that additional information be prov.ided regarding potential 
impacts to the Arbuckle Simpson aquifer in Oklahoma, which is located east of the proposed 
pipeline route. In particular, we recommend including specific informati.on regarding the 
distance. of the pipeline to the aquifer, the direction of groundwater flow in the area, and the 
pofenfia1 for a plume from an underground' feak to reach the aquifer. 
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Wetlands 

Pursuant to 33 CFR 332.4 and 40 CFR 230.94, Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of 
Aquatic Re.sources (Mitigation Ruf~). a compensatory mitigation plan must be submitted and 
approved by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) before issuance of an individual CWA 
Section 404 permit. EPA recommends that the USACE/EPA regulations that address 
compensatory mitigation for losses of aquatic resources be reviewed, and that compensat-0ry 
mitigation consistent with these regulations {73 Fed. Reg. 19594, April 10, 2008 j 
h.ttpJ/www,usa~e.army.mi.l/GECW/Page-s/final_Gmr,asp~) b~ developed that will adequately 
compensate for potential losses of wetland functions and services from pipeline construction and 
operation along the entire route be included in the revised Draft EIS. Additionally, we 
recommend that the revised Draft EIS include a conceptual wetland monitoring plan that would, 
throughout a period of time (normally five years), direct field evaluations of those wetlands 
crossed by the pipeline to assure wetland functions and values are recovering. The monitoring 
plan s:Ituutd atsd h'i'dfude- tffe· we'ftartd miti'gatio11 sites. EPA tfte'.Ce:rs- wetrmd mitigatidtl take pf<tce 
in areas as close to the prnject site as practicab]e (j.e., in close-proximity and, to the extent 
possible, the satne watershed) in order to replace lost functions and services. 

The Draft EIS states " Implementation of measures 1n Keystone's Construction, 
Mitigation and Reclamation (CMR) Plan (Appendix B) would avoid or minimize most impacts 
on wetlands associated with construction and operation activities, and would ensure that 
potential effects would be primarily minor and short tenn." Impacts to forested wetlands are 
long-term and would be considered permanent. We recommend that Keystone work with each 
EPA Region and USACE district to determine what kind of compensation would be required for 
the permanent conversion of forested wetland to herbaceous wetland, and Keystone continue to 
WO't"k w~th the EPA Regi:~ and the U&ACE Districts to- devdo-p <r Wetland Mitigation Phm fur 
review and consideration in the revised Draft EIS. 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS provide additional information on the proposed 
widths of construction zones and right-of-ways for all wetland crossings~ along with a clearer 
explanation of which wetland areas will be re-vegetated and which will not allow re
estah1ishment of' scrub-shrub and forested wetfands. In additfon, we recommend fociudfog a 
clearer explanation of which wetlands are considered "of special coucem and value" and which 
are considered "standard," as well as the management implicat ions of those designations. 

Of particular importance are impacts to prairie pothole wetlands and bottomland 
hardwood forested wetlat1ds~ as these resources at:e of g-enerally high ecological impart.a.nee and 
difficult to replace on the landscape. Whenever practicable, potential impacts to prairie pothole 
wetlands should be avoided using horizontal directional drilling (HDD) techniques, rather than 
trenching.. 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS provide additional information on the status of 
the effcms w avoid foca1ttrg sp-t!dfic mamlirre' ~:tWe'S' in werla:ttd at~&S. 

The Drail ElS indicates that there are nine forested wetland crossings in Oklahoma and 
78 in Texas, and a total of261 acres of forested wetlands will be affected during construction 
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and 137 acres wm rre· affec1e·d by tJ'ipeftrte operatiotr. However. tl'ies·e esfonates do rrot include 
the number of acres disturbed by associated access roads or construction camps; we recommend 
that these estimates be revfaed to include all potential impacts. 

We also recommend that the ,revised Draft EIS address comp,liance with E.0. 11990 
{Protection of Wetlands), including the requirement to ensure mitigation of unavoidable impacts 
to all wetlands and waters of the U.S. on Federal lands and facilities. 

Equal mitigation conunitments should be made for coooected actions, including 
transmission lines .. EPA agrees with the suggestions provided on page 3.4-12 of the Draft EIS, 
and recommends that these suggestions be applied to aU wetlands, including both non
Jurisdiclttmal and jnrisdicti:onal. 'These additimrar m-easmes indude a .request that pre-· and post
construction monitoring plans be developed for depressional wetlands of the prairie pothole 
region, and that wetlands that no longer pond water after the pipeline is installed should receive 
additional compaction, replacement, ot at the landowner's or managing agency's discretion, 
compensatory payments should be made for drainage of these wetlands. Recommendations are 
also included that Keystone should develop a plan to compensate for permanent wetland losses 
in areas of concern to ine Nationa1 Park Service and texas Parks and Wifdftfe. 

Water Resources 

We recommend that further commitments to protect sensitive waterbodies be provided. 
The Draft EIS states that 341 perennial waterbod.i.es would be crossed during the construction of 
the proposed project, and that four techniques would be used to cross perennial waterbodies: the 
open-cut wet method, the dry flume method, the dry dam-and-pump method, or, horizontal 
directional drilling {HDD). For each perennial waterbody crossing, a site specific engineering 
and geomorphologic analysis would determine the best method to use to avoid and reduce 
aquatic impacts. Based on available information, we understand that the open-cut wet method 
has the· greatest tfOtenl'.rftf for- water quatity irtlp'acts'. Op'en-cut wet tfel'.toh m:eth'o-ds with' a trowitrg 
river often require a wide ditch since the side walls of the ditch are likely to be unstable in 
alluvial material, and this often results in discharge of substantial quantities of sediment into the 
river. Such methods generally resul't in increased sediment production and transport, and 
increased risks of adverse effects to water quality and aquatic life. Directional drilling beneath 
waterbodies or constructing waterbody crossings using coffer dams and pumping to keep the 
construction work area dry are considered less damaging techniques than wet trench crossings. 
EPA recommends the t ievi.sed Draft EIS evaluate potential impacts to water quality, aquatic 
species, rjparian and wetland habitat from the various water crossing methods to detennine 
which method would be both practicable and enviromnentally preferable. 

T 9" ~f& protoot?on 0f drink-t.ng wai:~f supphes-; we f€-ooIDm:<700 th@ pri:vfile wate1 ws-HS' 
within l mile of the pipeline be identified, rather than within 100 feet. as currently described in 
the Draft EIS. We recommend that Keystone be required to notify state source water protection 
officials and private well owners before construction would begin in a Source Water Protection 
Area (SWP A) or wellhead protection area. Pipeline routing altematives that avoid Sole Source 
Aquifers, SWP As, and wellhead protection zones are preferred; if the pipeline route is unable to 
avoid these areas'" EPA recommends that sped fie mlt1gat1on measures he aevefoped. lncfudlng 
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liistaUation of douf5te fining, corrosio.n ptofecfioii, cathodic protecuon, water-quafi'fy mooiforing, 
and state-of-the-art leak detection methods. 

If public or private wells would be located within 1 -00 feet of the proposed pipeline route, 
we recommend that Keystone be required to sample the wens for appropriate petroleum indicator 
compounds as part of baseline monitoring, and additional monitoring. as appropriate, We also 
recommend thai water quality monitoring would need to be made available for well and' or spring 
owners, upon request. Moreover, we recommend that Keystone would mitigate impacts to wells 
that may occur during construction or by pipeline spills/leaks, by transporting potable water to 
the affected site, drilling a new well, or other appropriate measures. Applicable mitigation 
measures should be described in the revised Draft EIS. 

EPA also notes that the Ogallala Aquffer is a critical resource that may be affected by the 
proposed project, as it is the drinking water source for almost 80% of Nebraska's residents, as 
well as a multi-state agricultural industry. We recommend that the revised Draft EIS provide 
additional infom1ation as to the potential for adverse impacts to this resource. 

We are pleased that Keystone proposes to use horizontal dlrectionai cfrlliing (l-IDD) tor 
crossing the Niobrara River in Nebraska. However, we recommend that U1e revised Draft EIS 
include a discussion of the Niobrara River's status as a National Scenic River 
(http://www.nps.gov!tiiob/index.htm) and how the proposed crossing would not conflict with its 
status as a National Scenic River. 

We appreciate the infonnation provided in Appendix E-4 {"Waterbodies within I 0 Miles 
Do\vnstream of Proposed Water Crossings)). Based on our review of this appendix, we note that 
that there are numerous proposed water crossings that are located upstream of water supply 
reservoirs. We recommend that the revised Draft EIS include an analysjs of potential impacts to 
these reservoirs in the event of a spill. There are also many points where the potential alignment 
of ffl:e rJi:petmewtfT cr<Jss stream or river segn'Ients wb:ieh ue not awtining tn:e· §ta'te· Watet· Quality 
Standards and thus a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) has been prepared; special 
considerations should be applied to prevent contributing to pollutant loads when crossing these 
sensitive resources. 

The Draft ElS states {p. 3.3~29) that the Lower Brule to Witten 230-kV transmission Jine 
would have "negligible effects on water resources" - we recommend that additional information 
be provided to support this conclusion. 

Ancillary Facilities 

Due .. ro the large n.umbel' of po:tentia>l andUary fasiliiie~, ioch1-iling W ptmnan£nt a{?e~s-~ 
roads, 30 new pump stations, 74 mainline valves, two crude oil delivery sites and a tank farm, 
disclosure of the location of these facilities and evaluation of site-specific impacts should be 
provided to the maximum extent possible. EPA notes. for example, that impacts to wetlands 
from ancillary facilities and access roads outside of the L l 0-foot ROW have not yet been 
identified and assessed. While EPA recognizes that the exact locations of all the ancillary 
fadtities requfred tor support at constmction and operation of tne pipeflne nave not yet been 
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determtrteci, their-cmns-sro't'i may resn:tt m ooc!efestlmattort oJ J5dfenrrar imf)acts oJ fl'f e pi opos·ecf 
project. The locations, lengths, and designs for ancillary facilities should be identified and 
described as clearly and completely as possible in the revised Draft EIS to allow understanding 
of all site-specific impacts. 

Additionally. the Draft EIS does not clearly describe where the right of way (ROW) 
would be reduced to protect' certain sensitive areas, which may include wetlands, cultural sites, 
shelterbelts, residential areas, or commercial/industrial areas" (Draft EIS, p. 2-3). EPA 
recommends that the revised Draft EIS clearly define, using maps and/or a table with milepost 
numbers, where the reduced ROW would be implemented. This information should be 
summarized in each of the resource chapters of Chapter 3 - Environmental Analysis to enable 
~he re~ t-0 easily ~uw~1s.tan@ when e~tra pro-teeti0» w&uld be· pre\rided to sensifive resenrees .. 

Hazardous Materials Sites 

We recommend that the revised Draft EIS identify any Hazardous Materials Sites that 
may be .located withjn the proposed ROW or other areas associated with the project, and include 
pfans for minimizing potentf.a1 impacts fi:om accidental disturbance during construction. The 
response plans should include measures to minimize impacts to communities from removal of 
any potential hazardous materiaJs. 
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June 2, 2014 

The message of the Joslyn oil sands shelving: Higher prices 
needed 
By PETER TERTZAKIAN 

When Total SA defeffed the Alberta development, the primary cost issue was labour. But other big 
oil companies are also reducing investment and the only cure may be the lure of higher revenue 

Last week Total SA and their consortium partners shelved the $11 -bi llion Joslyn oil sands project. Predictably, the 
belt-tightening announcement triggered the usual self-f lagellating notions like, "Canadian oil and gas isn't 
competitive," and "The future of the oil sands is dim." But it's folly to get boxed inside cardboard perspectives that are 
so thin. Joslyn's halt is symptomatic of smouldering global oil supply problems that transcend Canadian issues. 

Over the next couple of years, we are likely to see more mega oil projects axed around the world. 

Already, cutting back on oil and gas developments is a fashionable theme among large independent oil companies 
(IOCs). The bottom line is that the bottom line is too thin . A barrel of oil priced at $110 (U.S.) in world markets sounds 
high, but paperwork filed by chief financial officers is not convincing shareholders that investing ten-plus billion dollars 
into far-flung oil fields is worth the growing risks. Too often, the long-term prize for developing elephant-sized projects 
has been disappointing returns that have been wiped out by one or more of: 1) Cost overruns; 2) Excessive 
corruption; 3) Civil unrest; 4) Geopolitical sanctions; 5) Domestic impediments; 6) Outright expropriation of assets by 
bandits in foreign governments; or 7) A smorgasbord of other known unknowns that are parasitic to stable investment. 

To illustrate the reluctance to spend more for fess, our feature chart this week 1shows the annual upstream capital 
expenditures of seven large independent producers between 1995 and 2014 (expected). Notwithstanding the 
abnormalities of the 2009 financial crisis, year-over-year spending by these biggest publicly traded IOCs in the world 
will be down in 2014 for the first time in more than a decade. The collective budget cut is not loose change; it's 
$17. 1-billion or 8.8 per cent. In the context of historical behaviour, such wallet tightening by IOCs is unusual at a t ime 
when the global economy is showing signs of strengthening. 

The awakening started last calendar quarter, the first quarter of 2014. Flipping through publicly disclosed materials 
from the seven big players- Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Shell , Total SA, ConocoPhillips, Statoil and BP - was sobering. 
Recurrent themes in the presentations could be distilled into a simple missive: Production down, costs up, profits too 
thin. 

Cutting through jargon like "increasing capital efficiency," the future shareholder directive for the seven IOCs that 
represent 1 O per cent of global oil production is pretty straightforward: Shift the emphasis from growing production at 
all costs to try making money by controlling costs. The capital expenditure cuts in our feature chart clearly shows this 
sentiment, and the Joslyn story is part of this much bigger dynamic. Note that the consequences of the 2014 spending 
cuts will lag, because the impact on world oil fundamentals of today's investment typically takes a few years to be felt. 
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Yet the cost of developing large oil fields is unlikely to come down, given the long list of antagonizing factors that have 
been mentioned above. Overseas, the scourges of geopolitics, corruption and banditry are getting worse not better. 
Technology is improving rapidly, but the costs of developing deep offshore oil fields are multiplying. As well, tightening 
safety and environmental standards will only get tighter - and costlier. 

In Canada, the primary cost issue is labour constraint. In this regard, the withdrawal of Joslyn eases future demand 
for thousands of skilled workers and therefore increases the probability that peer competitors will realize stable costs 
with their megaprojects. So, Joslyn's departure is not an indictment of the oil sands resource as a whole. 

The trend of reduced spending by the most innovative oil companies in the world has many profound implications. For 
one thing, if the marginal cost of oil production can't be controlled, then the price of a barrel will have to rise to 
rekindle investment. Joslyn holds a message that goes far beyond Canadian issues. 

Peter Tettzakian is chief energy economist at ARC Financial Corp. in Calgary and the author of two best-selfing 
books, A Thousand Barrels a Second and The End of Energy Obesity. 
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Q. State your name and address for the record. 

 A. My name is Waste’ Win Young.  I reside at 950 Meadowlark Street in Fort Yates, 

North Dakota. 

 

  

Q. What is your occupation? 

A. I am the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. 

 

 

Q. Summarize your education and professional background. 

 A. I graduated from the University of North Dakota in 2001. I have a Bachelor’s of 

Arts in English Language and Literature. I have a Bachelor’s of Arts in American Indian Studies 

as well as a minor in psychology.  I have worked in the Tribal Historic Preservation Office for 

the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe since 2003. 

 

 

Q. Describe your duties as Director of the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer? 

 

 A. As the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer I review archeological and cultural 

resource surveys for projects within the exterior boundaries of the SRST. After reviewing the 

report I base my decision on the “determination of effect”, whether a project will have an 

adverse effect or not on the resources. I also consult with agencies on projects off the reservation. 

 The National Historic Preservation Act (“NHPA”) was passed in 1966, was an act to 

“Establish a Program for the Preservation of Additional Historic Properties throughout the 

Nation.” In 1992 it was amended to include Tribal Nations. Subsequently it recognized the 

authority of tribes to establish “tribal historic preservation offices” and make determinations on 

projects that would impact their land, as well as cultural resources which may be located off 

reservation lands pursuant to section 101(d)(6)(B) of the National Historic Preservation Act.  
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 Q. Is it challenging to protect cultural resources on and near the Standing Rock 

Reservation?  Explain. 

 A. Yes.  The National Historic Preservation Act and its implementing regulations 

require all agencies involved with federal approvals of projects to “gather information from any 

Indian tribe… to assist in identifying properties, including those located off tribal lands which 

may be of religious and cultural significance.”  36 CFR §800.4(a)(4).  The regulations provide a 

process for resolving conflicts over the evaluation of identified sites and for resolving adverse 

impacts to them.  36 CFR §800.4(d); 800.5(c)(2); 800.6(b).  The resolution to these issues, 

especially when they involve off-Reservation development projects sponsored by large 

corporations such as TransCanada, is complicated by the inordinate amount of political influence 

that the project beneficiaries exercise with federal and state agencies. Our cultural sites are 

vulnerable to impacts caused by development projects that promise jobs and profits for non-

Indians.  This is precisely the situation with the Keystone XL Pipeline. 

 

 Q. Describe the process that agencies normally follow under section 106 of the 

National Historic Preservation Act? 

 A. Agencies are required to initiate the consultation process early on, and to fully 

include all eligible parties in the identification and evaluation of historic properties, as well as the 

determination of effects and proposed mitigation.  The process should be straightforward and 

transparent.   

 

 

 Q. Describe the process that State Department used under section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act for the Keystone XL Pipeline? 

 A. The State Department sent a boilerplate letter to our office that did not establish a 

meaningful process for the participation of my office in the NHPA Section 106 process.  The 

agency attempted to combine historic preservation consultation (SHPO’s and THPO’s) required 

under Section 106 of the NHPA with Tribal government consultation required under Executive 

Order 13175 and SDCL §1-54-5.  Consequently, my office was not given the opportunity to 

participate in a well-defined process for identifying and evaluating historic properties.  The 
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process established for the requisite consultation was akin to getting one’s flu shots at the DMV 

– different functions were combined and as a result neither consultation process was properly 

conducted.   The consultation process has been exaggerated and mischaracterized by the State 

Department and by TransCanada – in violation of both federal and state law. 

 The SRST was not afforded a meaningful opportunity to participate in identification 

efforts for historic properties along the Keystone XL Pipeline route. Keystone XL and other 

pipelines have the potential to damage (through construction or failure of equipment) and destroy 

cultural resources that have not been identified through pedestrian surveys. 

 This has real world consequences.  The limited number of historic properties identified in 

current surveys illustrates the failure of TransCanada’s archaeologists to conduct proper 

identification in accordance with the NHPA.  The State Department Final Supplemental 

Environmental Impact Statement was not available when the Final Order was entered granting 

TransCanada a permit on June 29, 2010.  Now that this information has been released, it is 

apparent that there have not been adequate surveys with proper Tribal involvement.  

 In fact, my office requested additional information on sites 24MC0480; 24VL1900; 

24VL1905; 24VL1911 and VL1928 – the status of which remains unresolved at this late date. 

 Many historic properties of Lakota and Dakota origin are difficult for untrained persons 

to evaluate – the location of rocks, certain striations in rocks or rock formations – may point to 

ceremonial uses of sites that non-Lakotas and non-Dakotas may not understand.  Moreover, 

TransCanada’s role in the consultation and identification process has been unclear from the 

beginning.  The level of expertise invoked in the 106 process has not been established even now. 

 There are no specific mitigation provisions.  The provisions of the Programmatic 

Agreement (“PA”) are too general.  I have not signed it on behalf of the Standing Rock Sioux 

Tribe.  Accordingly, an alternative process of resolving disputes over adverse effects and 

undiscovered historic properties must be put in place.  But it has not been.  In the absence of a 

process involving my office as an alternative to the PA, the project remains out of compliance 

with the NHPA.  

 For these reasons, the required processes for consultation and evaluation under NHPA 

Section 106 have not been followed by the State Department or TransCanada.  As a result, the 

2014 Final Supplemental Impact Statement fails to provide a sufficient basis for approval of a 

Presidential Permit for the Keystone XL Pipeline.     
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 Q. Did TransCanada cooperate with your office on cultural resources issues related 

to the Keystone XL Pipeline?  

 A. No. 

 

 

Q. Is there anything else you would like to say to the Public Utilities Commission?  

 A. The Keystone XL pipeline (and other pipelines) will cross aboriginal and treaty 

territory that was exclusively set aside by the U S government for the Sioux Nation (Ft Laramie 

Treaties of 1851and 1868). The Sioux people were nomadic people and followed the buffalo.  

Our valuable cultural resources are located throughout the path of the Keystone XL Pipeline.  

Yet the proper procedures to make the requisite determinations have not been followed.  The 

Keystone XL Pipeline is unable to continue to comply with Amended Condition number 43 in 

the Amended Conditions to the Final Order in HP 09-001.  The petition to certify should be 

denied.  

 

 

 

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN 

to before me this _ day of 

April, 2015. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waste Win  

  RE 
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